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Hello darlings 

It is day 207 of Snippets of Encouragement, and I am working on this snippet as I sit 

under the oak trees in the forest. There is a pond in front of me and a stream 

running through it, and the bird song is bright and cheerful. 

For a moment my sense of peace was disturbed by three large dogs who came to 

play at the pond, but as I watched them, the inspiration for this snippet arose. 

Dogs, like humans, have very distinct characters and as I watched these three, I 

recognised many human behaviours.  

I don’t know the breeds of these hounds so for this snippet I shall call them 

Blackbeard, Grey and Watcher. When they arrived at the pond, Blackbeard and 

Grey sprang into the water with great joy. Watcher, true to his name, stood on the 

side and watched the other two for the longest while. 

Grey is an energetic, intelligent, joyful dog. He ran back and forth and loved 

springing into the water, especially when a branch was thrown for him. 

Watcher is highly independent and the leader of the pack. He was always aware 

of the antics of the others, sometimes engaging with them to quieten them down 

or herd them into line.  

If Blackbeard were human I don’t think we’d be friends, actually I know we 

wouldn’t be. He is a bully and did everything in his power to dominate Grey. What I 

found amusing was Grey used his intelligence to outwit Blackbeard every time 

they swam for a branch, but Blackbeard was fast to growl, fight and steal the 

treasure if Grey reached it first. 

I could see the three dog owners discussing their dogs at the side of the pond, and 

it is evident that Grey and Watcher’s humans were not impressed with the bullying 

behaviour, but his mother kept saying, “oh silly dog, he doesn’t like to share, he’s 

different when we’re alone.”  

At one stage, Grey’s mom placed Blackbeard on a leash so that she could play 

with her boy in peace. Blackbeard went mad. He was howling, pulling, barking; he 

couldn’t stand it that Grey was receiving undivided attention and could chase 

sticks unimpeded by him. 

Watcher suddenly erupted from his watchful stance and pranced around like a 

little puppy. He rolled on the ground, sprang into the water, and bounded around 

with Grey playfully chasing sticks. 

Watching their reckless joy reminded me of how easy it is to let other people rain 

on our parades. There is always one person who is not happy for our happiness, is 

jealous of our abundance, or covets our achievements. There is always one bully 

who tries to dominate us or the situation and who needs all the attention focused 

on them. 
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When I was younger, I’d often get sucked into this energy, but this is no longer the 

case. I won’t allow the misery and nastiness of others to dampen my light. 

The best antidote I have found to combat this type of energy and behaviour is a 

celebrate life’s goodness. For those who want to see the glass as half empty and 

believe the world is going to hell on a speeding train, I let them be. This is not my 

perspective of reality, and I'm not going to be stupid enough to be hoodwinked 

by it. 

I remind myself often that I love life 

and life loves me. The more blessings 

I create and receive the more I am 

willing to give. Of course, I am not 

blind to the sadness and grief 

present in the world, but even in the 

midst of this I choose to celebrate all 

the life brings me.  

After all, life is meant to be fun so 

surely we can celebrate it 

wholeheartedly. Be encouraged 

today not to let others piss on your 

parade. If it’s raining in your life, but 

you feel joy, don’t be scared to 

show it. Celebrate your blessings 

and as you do share them with those around you. 

If you’ve enjoyed reading this snippet of encouragement, there are three things 

you can do. SHARE it with a friend. ENCOURAGE another person today. SIGN UP 

using http://eepurl.com/dIt8Fj to receive the Snippets live to your inbox each day. 

 

 


